Welcome to the Research Data Management Service Group's January 2022 Newsletter

Comprehensive Data Management Planning & Services

The Research Data Management Service Group (RDMRG) is a collaborative, campus-wide organization of service providers that offer workshops and trainings each semester to meet faculty, staff, and student's research data needs. This includes finding data, data organization, analysis, publishing, and archiving.

IN THIS NEWSLETTER:

- 2021 accomplishments
- Upcoming trainings

2021 Accomplishments

Happy 2022!! As we begin our work in this new year, the Research Data Management Service Group wanted to share some of our 2021 accomplishments:

- We are a group of **23 consultants** from **7** different affiliations across Cornell University.
- We responded to **111** requests for help or information via rmsg-help@cornell.edu.
- We held a **2-day Day of Data event**, which hosted **50** authors/speakers and included more than **83** faculty, staff and student attendees.
- We sent **9** data-focused newsletters.
- We held (at least!) **13** data-centered outreach events, workshops, or activities.
- We were **1 of 9** institutions and organizations highlighted as exemplars in the AAU/APLU Guide to Accelerate Public Access to Research Data report.
- We created or majorly updated **5** pages of website content: FAIR data, Storage and backup, Sharing and archiving, Curation services and an eCommons repository data submission checklist.

Statistical Analysis and Reproducibility Workshops from Cornell Statistical Consulting Unit

Spring workshops cover a range of statistical tools and theory. Schedule and registration information.

Discipline-specific Data Management Training

There are many online, discipline-specific data management trainings and resources available. Check out:

- The American Anthropological Association’s Digital Data Management for a New Generation course
- Earth Science Information Partners’ (ESIP) Data Management Training Clearinghouse
• The Inter-university Consortium for Political and Social Research (ICPSR) Data Management and Curation training pages
• The Social Science Research Council / Qualitative Data Repository’s Managing Qualitative Social Science Data course
• DataOne’s (Earth and Environmental Science) Data Management Training

RDMSG consultants are available year-round to answer questions and help with data-related problems. We can meet via Zoom, email, or phone. Send a request to rdmsg-help@cornell.edu to arrange a consultation at a time that works for you.
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